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Part One

Immaterialism

1. Objects and Actors

This is a book about objects and their relevance 
to social theory. Since the books in this series 
are intended to be concise, I have had to omit a 
great deal that some readers will regard as central. 
Influential theorists such as Michel Foucault and 
Niklas Luhmann appear briefly if at all, while 
Roy Bhaskar and Manuel DeLanda (both per-
sonal favorites) lost entire sections during the 
final cuts. Instead, the first part of the book will 
focus on Actor-Network Theory (ANT), which 
I regard as the most important philosophi-
cal method to emerge since phenomenology in 
1900, and on New Materialism, the school of 
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contemporary thought most often confused with 
my own  position, Object-Oriented Ontology 
(OOO).
 The track record of ANT in dealing with 
objects is decidedly mixed. In one sense it already 
incorporates objects into social theory as much 
as anyone could ask for. ANT offers a flat ontol-
ogy in which anything is real insofar as it acts, 
an extremely broad criterion that grants equal 
initial weight to supersonic jets, palm trees, 
asphalt, Batman, square circles, the Tooth Fairy, 
Napoleon III, al-Farabi, Hillary Clinton, the 
city of Odessa, Tolkien’s imaginary Rivendell, 
an atom of copper, a severed limb, a mixed herd 
of zebras and wildebeest, the non-existent 2016 
Chicago Summer Olympics, and the constella-
tion of Scorpio, since all are equally objects: or 
rather, all are equally actors. OOO could hardly 
be more inclusive of objects than ANT, and in 
some respects it is even less so. Yet in another 
sense ANT loses objects completely, by abolish-
ing any hidden depth in things while reducing 
them to their actions. After all, you or I or a 
machine are not just what we happen to be doing 
at the moment, since we could easily be acting 
otherwise, or simply lying dormant, without 
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thereby becoming utterly different things. Instead 
of replacing objects with a description of what 
they do (as in ANT) or what they are made of 
(as in traditional materialism), OOO uses the 
term “object” to refer to any entity that cannot 
be paraphrased in terms of either its components 
or its effects.
 The search for an object-oriented social theory 
is motivated by the concerns of object-oriented 
philosophy (Harman 2010a, 93–104). The first 
postulate of this philosophy is that all objects are 
equally objects, though not all are equally real: 
we must distinguish between the autonomy of 
real objects and the dependence of sensual objects 
on whatever entity encounters them (Harman 
2011). This differs from neighboring theories that 
grant equal reality, though not equal strength, to 
anything that acts or makes a difference in the 
world, with two good examples being the philo-
sophical positions of Bruno Latour (1988) and 
much later Levi Bryant (2011). It is not hard to 
name social theorists who cast as wide an onto-
logical net as Latour: Durkheim’s rival Gabriel 
Tarde (2012) immediately comes to mind. But 
whereas  object-oriented philosophy treats all sizes 
of objects equally and considers each as a surplus 
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exceeding its relations, qualities, and actions, 
Tarde grants privilege to the tiniest “monadic” 
level of entities, while Latour is reluctant to 
concede more reality to objects than to their 
effects. (See Harman 2012a and Harman 2009, 
respectively.)

A good theory must ultimately draw distinc-
tions between different kinds of beings. However, 
it must earn these distinctions rather than smug-
gling them in beforehand, as occurs frequently in 
the a priori modern split between human beings 
on one side and everything else on the other (see 
Latour 1993). This answers the question of why 
an object-oriented approach is desirable: a good 
philosophical theory should begin by excluding 
nothing. And as for those social theories that 
claim to avoid philosophy altogether, they invari-
ably offer mediocre philosophies shrouded in the 
alibi of neutral empirical fieldwork.

Concerning the question of whether an object-
oriented approach is new, it might seem at first 
that the theme of objects in social theory is a 
familiar mainstream topic. Science studies as a 
discipline, and not just ANT in the strict sense, 
has seemingly bent over backwards to integrate 
nonhuman elements into its picture of society. 
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Karin Knorr Cetina (1997) has a good deal to say 
about objects, though her primary interest is in 
what she calls “knowledge objects,” and in gen-
eral her objects are chaperoned by human beings 
rather than existing outside human contact. 
Consider also the following promotional blurb 
for the useful Routledge anthology Objects and 
Materials:

There is broad acceptance across the Humanities 
and Social Sciences that our deliberations on the 
social need to take place through attention to prac-
tice, to object-mediated relations, to non-human 
agency and to the affective dimensions of human 
sociality. (Harvey et al. 2013)

This passage is typical of recent trends in assign-
ing two, and only two, functions to objects: (a) 
objects “mediate relations,” with the implication 
that what they mediate are relations between 
humans; (b) objects have “agency,” meaning that 
they are important when they are involved in 
some sort of action. These are the two ostensi-
bly pro-object insights bequeathed by ANT and 
related schools. Their praiseworthy aim was to free 
us from an older tradition in which society was 
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viewed as a self-contained realm where humans 
did all the acting and objects were passive recep-
tacles for human mental or social categories.

Yet these two key points, however welcome 
by comparison with what came before, are pre-
cisely those points where recent theories have not 
pushed far enough. To say that objects medi-
ate relations is to make the crucial point that 
unlike herds of animals, human society is mas-
sively stabilized by such nonhuman objects as 
brick walls, barbed wire, wedding rings, ranks, 
titles, coins, clothing, tattoos, medallions, and 
diplomas (Latour 1996). What this still misses 
is that the vast majority of relations in the uni-
verse do not involve human beings, those obscure 
inhabitants of an average-sized planet near a mid-
dling sun, one of 100 billion stars near the fringe 
of an undistinguished galaxy among at least 100 
billion others. If we forget that objects interact 
among themselves even when humans are not 
present, we have arrogated 50 percent of the 
cosmos for human settlement, no matter how 
loudly we boast about overcoming the subject–
object divide. A truly pro-object theory needs to 
be aware of relations between objects that have 
no direct involvement with people. This brings 
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us, in turn, to the still controversial point about 
the agency of objects. Whether we praise objects 
for their agency or brashly deny that they have 
any, we overlook the question of what objects are 
when not acting. To treat objects solely as actors 
forgets that a thing acts because it exists rather 
than existing because it acts. Objects are sleeping 
giants holding their forces in reserve, and do not 
unleash all their energies at once.

Since it cannot be assumed that readers of the 
present book are deeply familiar with OOO, 
it will now be necessary to repeat some points 
already known to readers of my previous books. 
Enough time will remain afterward to add new 
twists capable of surprising even the most  grizzled 
OOO veteran.

2. The Dangers of Duomining

There are only two basic kinds of knowledge 
about things: we can explain what they are made 
of, or explain what they do. The inevitable price of 
such knowledge is that we substitute a loose para-
phrase of the thing for the thing itself. Whether 
we speak of a poem, a corporation, a proton, or 
a mailbox, something is changed when we try to 
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replace an object with an account of its compo-
nents or its effects, as literary critics have long 
known. (See Brooks 1947.) In technical terms, the 
attempt to paraphrase objects always amounts to 
undermining, overmining, or duomining them 
(Harman 2013).

An object is undermined if we explain it in 
terms of its smaller constituents, by way of a 
downward reduction. Western science was born 
in undermining, when the pre-Socratic thinkers 
of ancient Greece aspired to find the ultimate 
root that explained the composition of mid- and 
large-sized entities. Are all extant things made of 
water, air, fire, atoms, number, a formless lump, 
or something else altogether? Undermining has 
remained the dominant method of physics but 
is less common in social theory, which does not 
work in the idiom of ultimate particles. A sur-
prising counter-example is Tarde, who bases his 
sociology on tiny monadic substances that form 
larger beings only by grouping together under a 
single dominant monad, rather than by form-
ing a larger compound entity per se (Harman 
2012a). Undermining can also occur when 
authors emphasize the dependence of humans on 
their background conditions, as in the landmark 
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New Materialist anthology of Diana Coole and 
Samantha Frost: “Our existence depends from one 
moment to the next on myriad micro- organisms 
and diverse higher species, on our own hazily 
understood bodily and cellular reactions and on 
pitiless cosmic motions, on the material artifacts 
and natural stuff that populate our environment” 
(Coole & Frost 2010, 1). The problem with under-
mining is that it cannot account for the relative 
independence of objects from their constituent 
pieces or histories, a phenomenon better known 
as emergence. An object is not equal to the exact 
placement of its atoms, since within certain limits 
these atoms can be replaced, removed, or shifted 
without changing the object as a whole. Nor is 
an object identical with the influences received 
from its environment, since some of these remain 
ineffectual while others prove decisive. Rome, 
Athens, and Istanbul might be the same cities 
as in ancient times despite complete population 
turnover and radical cultural and infrastructural 
change. An object is more than its components, 
and hence cannot be paraphrased successfully by 
way of downward reduction.

But the greater danger for the humanities and 
social sciences is the opposite one, overmining. 
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Here, rather than treating objects as superficial 
compared with their ultimate tiniest pieces, one 
treats them as needlessly deep or spooky hypoth-
eses by comparison with their tangible properties 
or effects. Eighteenth-century empiricism tells us 
that the object is nothing but a bundle of qualities; 
contemporary thinkers say instead that the object 
is nothing but its relations or discernible actions. 
Latour is surely the most stimulating present-day 
thinker of overmining, as in his daring claim that 
“there is no other way to define an actor than 
through its actions, and there is no other way to 
define an action but by asking what other actors 
are modified, transformed, perturbed, or created” 
(Latour 1999b, 122). The problem with overmin-
ing is that it allows objects no surplus of reality 
beyond whatever they modify, transform, per-
turb, or create. In this way ANT unknowingly 
repeats the argument of the ancient Megarians, 
who claimed that no one is a house-builder 
unless they are currently building a house, a claim 
refuted by Aristotle in the Metaphysics (Aristotle 
1999, Book Theta, Chapter 6). For if objects were 
nothing more than their current expression in 
the world, they could not do anything differently 
in the time that follows. No “feedback loop” can 
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replace the need for an excess in things beyond 
their relations, since an object cannot absorb or 
respond to feedback unless it is receptive, and this 
requires that it be more than what it currently 
does. Just as we saw that an object is more than 
its components, we now see that it is less than 
its current actions. The author Harman who 
currently types these words in the University of 
Florida Library while wearing a black sweater is 
far too specific to be the Harman who will leave 
Florida next Sunday and can remove the sweater 
whenever he pleases.

It is rare to find undermining or overmining 
strategies in isolation. Usually they combine in 
mutual reinforcement, in a two-faced reduction 
known as duomining (Harman 2013). The earli-
est duominer in the West was Parmenides, who 
proclaimed a double cosmos with a single uni-
fied Being on one side and a truthless play of 
opinion and appearance on the other. Everything 
was either pure unified depth or pure variegated 
surface, with no intermediate room for genuine 
individual things. Another example is found in 
certain forms of scientific materialism, which 
ruthlessly undermine when they treat ultimate 
particles, fields, strings, or indeterminate “matter” 
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as the ultimate layer of the cosmos, but then ruth-
lessly overmine when claiming that mathematics 
can exhaust the primary qualities of this genuine 
layer. (See Meillassoux 2008.)

Undermining, overmining, and duomining 
are the three basic forms of knowledge, and for 
this reason they cannot be avoided, to the extent 
that human survival hinges on acquiring such 
knowledge. Yet some disciplines are not forms 
of knowledge while still having considerable cog-
nitive value. Works of art and architecture are 
misunderstood if we reduce them downward to 
their physical components or upward to their 
socio-political effects, despite occasional attempts 
within those disciplines to do just that. There is 
something in these works that resists reduction in 
either direction, pushing back against the literal 
paraphrase of which knowledge always consists 
(Harman 2012b). The same holds for philoso-
phy, which began not with the pre-Socratics but 
with Socrates’ un-ironic insistence that he knows 
nothing and has never been anyone’s teacher, 
along with his perpetual refusal to accept any spe-
cific definition of anything at all. Insofar as every 
theory has a tendency to reflect philosophically 
on its own conditions, it must build the ultimate 
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unknowability and autonomy of things into its 
consideration of them. In other words, the philo-
sophical foundations of any theory cannot be a 
form of knowledge but must be a subtler, more 
indirect way of addressing the world.

3. Materialism and Immaterialism

Interest in objects is often confused with inter-
est in “materialism,” one of the most overly 
cherished words in present-day intellectual life. 
Though much of the prestige of this term stems 
from its long association with the Enlightenment 
and the political Left, it is striking how dif-
ferent today’s materialism is from the old one 
of atoms swerving through the void. This dif-
ference is not always for the better. As Bryant 
notes in frustration, “materialism has become a 
terme d’art which has little to do with anything 
material. Materialism has come to mean simply 
that something is historical, socially constructed, 
involves cultural practices, and is contingent . . . 
We wonder where the materialism in material-
ism is” (Bryant 2014, 2). But while it may be 
hard to define New Materialism precisely, it is 
easy to list a group of theses defended by most 
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of its proponents, including those who do not 
 explicitly call themselves New Materialists:

AXIOMS OF NEW MATERIALISM
• Everything is constantly changing.
• Everything occurs along continuous gradients 

rather than with distinct boundaries and cut-
off points.

• Everything is contingent.
• We must focus on actions/verbs rather than 

substances/nouns.
• Things are generated in our “practices” and 

therefore lack any prior essence.
• What a thing does is more interesting than 

what it is.
• Thought and the world never exist separately, 

and therefore “intra-act” rather than interact 
(see Barad 2007).

• Things are multiple rather than singular (see 
Mol 2002).

• The world is purely immanent, and it’s a good 
thing, because any transcendence would be 
oppressive.

Though each of these theses is usually advanced 
with an air of gallant novelty, it is striking how 
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mainstream they have become throughout the 
human sciences. What is unmistakable on the list 
above is a deep commitment to the overmining 
method, whose weakness – we have seen – lies 
in its inability to distinguish objects themselves 
from how they currently happen to be acting or 
otherwise manifesting in the world. To do justice 
to the reality of objects, we need a term to oppose 
overmining materialisms of this sort. Though a 
natural opposite to materialism exists in the term 
“formalism,” this word is too closely linked with 
abstract logico-mathematical procedures of a sort 
that are foreign to the object-oriented method. 
For this reason, I propose immaterialism as an 
antonym for the approaches described above. 
Let this name serve to denote the  following 
principles:

AXIOMS OF IMMATERIALISM
• Change is intermittent and stability the norm.
• Everything is split up according to definite 

boundaries and cut-off points rather than 
along continuous gradients.

• Not everything is contingent.
• Substances/nouns have priority over actions/

verbs.
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• Everything has an autonomous essence, how-
ever transient it may be, and our practices 
grasp it no better than our theories do.

• What a thing is turns out to be more interest-
ing than what it does.

• Thought and its object are no more and no 
less separate than any other two objects, and 
therefore they interact rather than “intra-act.”

• Things are singular rather than multiple.
• The world is not just immanent, and it’s a 

good thing, because pure immanence would 
be oppressive.

Will this new list merely deliver us to the opposite 
vice of undermining? No, because immaterial-
ism recognizes entities at every scale of existence 
without dissolving them into some ultimate con-
stitutive layer. A specific Pizza Hut restaurant is 
no more or less real than the employees, tables, 
napkins, molecules, and atoms of which it is 
composed, and also no more or less real than the 
economic or community impact of the restau-
rant, its headquarters city of Wichita, the Pizza 
Hut corporation as a whole, the United States, 
or the planet Earth. All these entities sometimes 
affect and are affected by others, but they are 
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never exhaustively deployed in their mutual 
influence, since they are capable of doing other 
things or even nothing at all (Zubíri 1980). Stated 
differently, though a relational metaphysics can 
only handle relations and not objects, a non-
relational metaphysics can handle both, since it 
is able to treat relations adequately as new com-
pound objects. Will the new list return us to some 
sort of reactionary, essentialist, naïve realism? 
No, because our essentialism is not reactionary 
and our realism is not naïve. For whereas the old 
essentialism thought it could know the essence of 
things and then use this knowledge for oppres-
sive political purposes (“the Oriental peoples are 
essentially incapable of self-rule”), immaterial-
ist essentialism cautions that the essence is not 
directly knowable and thus generates frequent 
surprises. And whereas naïve realism thinks that 
reality exists outside the mind and we can know 
it, object- oriented realism holds that reality 
exists outside the mind and we cannot know it. 
Therefore, we gain access to it only by indirect, 
allusive, or vicarious means. Nor does reality exist 
only “outside the mind,” as if humans were the 
only entities with an outside. Instead, reality exists 
as a surplus even beyond the causal interactions 
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of dust and raindrops, never fully expressed in 
the world of inanimate relations any more than 
in the human sphere.

Earlier I noted that Latour reduces objects 
upward to whatever they “modify, transform, 
perturb, or create,” thus converting them into 
actions with nothing left in reserve. Yet there is 
a sense in which Latour is aware of this problem, 
and even addresses it in several different ways. 
Perhaps the most effective of these ways can be 
found in his political theory, which makes an 
effort to avoid the modern extremes of Power 
Politics and Truth Politics, and is ultimately just 
as suspicious of Hobbes as of Rousseau (Harman 
2014a). Latour’s interest in the “object-oriented” 
politics of Walter Lippmann and John Dewey, 
following the important doctoral work of Noortje 
Marres (2005), is motivated by his insistence that 
there is no political knowledge. The reason is 
that knowledge always tries to short- circuit the 
cosmopolitical struggle (Stengers 2010) through 
which human and nonhuman entities mutu-
ally determine one another. It does so either by 
invoking some supposed political truth (be it 
egalitarian or elitist) or the contrary claim that 
politics is merely about power rather than truth 
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(Latour 2013, 327). Another point where Latour 
resists the reduction of entities to knowledge can 
be found in his sparkling but little-read critique 
of materialism (Latour 2007). In the golden age 
of materialist dogma, he reminds us, “an appeal 
to a sound, table-thumping materialism seemed 
an ideal way to shatter the pretensions of those 
who tried to hide their brutal interests behind 
notions like morality, culture, religion, politics, 
or art.” Yet this entailed “a rather idealist defini-
tion of matter and its various agencies” (Latour 
2007, 138) since materialism assumed in advance 
that it knew what matter was: mathematizable 
primary qualities with a physical base, as opposed 
to the “surprise and opacity” (Latour 2007, 141) 
that invariably belong to the world. From this, 
Latour might have drawn a further lesson that 
would have cast doubt on the basic principle of 
ANT. Namely, once we speak of objects in terms 
of surprise and opacity, we cannot reduce them 
to their actions and relations any more than to 
their ultimate pieces. Actor-networks are simply 
the inverted form of atom-networks.

There is no alternative but to endorse an anti-
duomining theory, of which object-oriented 
philosophy is so far the only strict example. In an 
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age when all the intellectual momentum belongs 
to context, continuity, relation, materiality, and 
practice, we must reject the priority of each of 
these terms, focusing instead on an immaterialist 
version of surprise and opacity. Given the par-
allel failings of the undermining reduction, the 
opaque surprises in question must be due to fully 
formed individuals at every scale rather than to a 
pampered layer of ultimate particles, or to what 
Jane Bennett vividly but wrongly describes as 
“the indeterminate momentum of the throbbing 
whole” (Bennett 2012, 226).

4. Attempts to Evolve ANT

Though the work of ANT has been carried out 
with a thousand sickles, Michel Callon, Bruno 
Latour, and John Law are often listed as the co-
originators of the method. This has not prevented 
them from publicly expressing misgivings about 
ANT. Latour has gone so far as to write that 
“there are four things that do not work with 
actor- network theory: the word actor, the word 
network, the word theory, and the hyphen!” 
(Latour 1999a, 15). Ironic or not, these words fore-
shadow a more sweeping departure from ANT 
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in his book An Inquiry Into Modes of Existence 
(Latour 2013). There Latour muses about an 
imagined ethnographer who has just learned the 
tradecraft of ANT and reports that “to her great 
confusion, as she studies segments from Law, 
Science, The Economy, or Religion she begins to 
feel that she is saying almost the same thing about 
all of them: namely, that they are ‘composed in 
a heterogeneous fashion of unexpected elements 
revealed by the investigation.’” Though the eth-
nographer moves “from one surprise to another 
. . . somewhat to her surprise, this stops being 
surprising . . . as each element becomes surprising 
in the same way” (Latour 2013, 35). His proposed 
cure for such monotony is not to abandon actors 
and networks, but to argue that networks come 
in at least 14 different kinds that only cross paths 
occasionally, and as a rule mistakenly. Far from 
disappearing, networks (now known as the mode 
of [NET]) continue to do half the work of his 
new theory, while the mode he calls “preposition” 
[PRE] opens the gates to the other 12 modes. The 
later Latour maintains his established relational 
model of actors, which continue to be defined 
exhaustively by their actions with nothing held 
in reserve. Any surplus in the things comes not 
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from a hidden essential core, but from their 
simultaneous participation in all of the modes 
other than the one we happen to be considering 
at any given moment – though unlike Spinoza’s 
“attributes,” they are only 14 in number rather 
than infinite. Despite the importance of Latour’s 
ongoing modes project, it cannot provide the 
tools for an immaterialist account of the world, 
which requires an attention to the non-relational 
depth of things outside any network.

Another attempt to radicalize ANT from within 
is made by Law and his prominent Dutch ally 
Annemarie Mol, in a joint effort that shares both 
the strength and weakness of New Materialism. 
After giving a largely sympathetic account of 
Latour and Steve Woolgar’s Laboratory Life (Law 
2004, 18–42), Law makes a bold claim for the 
purported advance beyond ANT made by Mol, 
and by extension himself: “Bar one subtle but 
devastating difference, [Mol’s] position is similar 
to that of Latour and Woolgar. And the differ-
ence? It is that medical inquiry may lead to a 
single reality, but this does not necessarily happen” 
(Law 2004, 55). The medical reference is to Mol’s 
influential The Body Multiple (2002), a case study 
purporting to show that atherosclerosis is not a 
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single disorder, but many. For it is established 
differently in such practices as angiography, sur-
gery, and the use of microscopes, and is witnessed 
differently through varying constellations of 
symptoms. Mol’s claim is not that a single disease 
simply manifests differently in different contexts: 
the more radical claim of her work is that different 
disorders are produced when one employs differ-
ent methods of detecting them. She cannot accept 
the notion of a single real world viewed according 
to a multitude of perspectives. Neither can Law, 
who regards this as a form of naïve realism that 
he repeatedly calls “Euro-American metaphys-
ics” (Law 2004, passim). The term is unfortunate, 
since it combines drastic overgeneralization about 
the history of Western philosophy with crowd-
pleasing insinuation that non- Western peoples 
possess superior wisdom. Nor should we applaud 
Law’s claim that the ambivalence of reality and 
its multiple truths allows us to nudge our scien-
tific findings in one direction or the other based 
solely on assumed political beneficence. For this 
implies a direct access to political truth by suit-
ably progressive academics at the very moment 
that Law and Mol try to foreclose any straight-
forward sense of scientific truth (Law 2004, 40). 
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Among other problems, this marks a regression 
to the early ANT preceding Latour’s break with 
Hobbes (Latour 1993): a time when ANT viewed 
“truth” with suspicion while letting “power” pass 
through the gates unanalyzed (Harman 2014a, 
51–5). Law’s claim that he and Mol make a “dev-
astating” objection to Latourian ANT cannot be 
affirmed, since their objection merely amounts to 
an extrapolation of the hostility to enduring uni-
fied entities that is already one of the hallmarks of 
Latour’s own work. If Latour were ever to assert 
the unity of atherosclerosis against Mol’s multiple 
versions of the disease (already hard to imagine), 
this would be due only to the provisional black-
boxing of the illness after long collective labor by 
medical researchers, not to some inherent realist 
unity in the disease itself.

Nonetheless, Law is both clear and daring in 
his attempt to reverse the whole of Western phi-
losophy as he sees it. Above all, he holds, we 
must avoid the classic “Euro-American” biases, 
according to which reality (1) is outside us, (2) is 
independent of our actions and perceptions, (3) 
precedes us, (4) consists of definite forms or rela-
tions, (5) is constant, (6) is passive, (7) is universal 
(Law 2004, 24–5). The common link that unifies 
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Law’s and Mol’s rejections of these principles is 
the sizable role that both grant to humans in 
producing the reality once thought to lie solely 
outside us. There is no atherosclerosis-in-itself, 
no airplane an sich, no noumenal Zimbabwean 
water pump: instead, reality is performed or pro-
duced. It is “produced in relations,” and held 
together by “practices” (Law 2004, 59). The evi-
dent clash between the simultaneous unity and 
multiplicity of any entity is not treated by Law 
and Mol as a dangerous discrepancy and then 
worriedly resolved, but is openly celebrated as 
the birth of a new ontology: “alcoholic liver dis-
ease may be understood as a fractional object. 
Differently enacted in the different practices in 
the different sites, those differences are managed 
in a way that also secures the continued possibil-
ity of the singularity of alcoholic liver disease at 
each particular location” (Law 2004, 75, empha-
sis modified). The word “also” stands here for 
a metaphysical labor of “management” that is 
never actually accomplished: an unresolved para-
dox rather than the streamlined fait accompli that 
Law suggests.

The central role granted to human practices 
in this ontology is coupled with an unapologetic 
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relationism, both of these being overmining posi-
tions which hold that “realities are produced, 
and have life, in relations” (Law 2004, 59). But 
elsewhere the two authors team up to coun-
ter the ontology of networks with a new theory 
of indeterminate fluids (Mol & Law 1994), a 
blatant undermining move that cannot account 
for the relative independence of entities from 
their personal histories. In short, Body Multiple 
Ontology simply repeats the duomining tenden-
cies found in New Materialism more generally. 
But while we cannot accept Law and Mol’s 
extreme form of anti-realism – however “mate-
rialist” it claims to be – there is an important 
principle in their work worth preserving. Many 
realists mistakenly assume that reality is only 
real when it is free of human contamination, 
with the result that art, politics, and society are 
somehow regarded as less real than the blending 
of chemicals or the shifting of tectonic plates. It 
is easily overlooked that humans and their works 
are real objects in their own right, and that the 
atherosclerosis diagnosed in a Dutch hospital is 
no less real than the fusion of heavy elements in 
a supernova: but also no more real, we should be 
careful to note.
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5. The Thing-in-Itself

An important feature of object-oriented phi-
losophy is its insistence on the unpopular 
thing-in-itself as a crucial ingredient in intellectual 
life. Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, 
first published in 1781, was the most recent major 
earthquake in Western philosophy (Kant 2003). 
Everything since is in some way a response to 
the new Kantian landscape. If Kant’s innovations 
were to be summarized in a single concept, his 
thing-in-itself would surely be the best candidate. 
Whereas past philosophy was dogmatic, believ-
ing it could attain the truth of things directly 
through reasoning, Kant insists that human cog-
nition is finite and cannot reach the things as 
they really are. These “noumena” can be thought 
but not known. Humans have direct access only 
to “phenomena,” and thus philosophy becomes 
a meditation not on the world, but on the finite 
conditions through which humans can under-
stand it: space, time, and the 12 categories of 
understanding.

We have already seen the problem with 
duomining. If we reduce an object downward to 
its pieces, we cannot explain emergence; if we 
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reduce it upward to its effects, we cannot explain 
change. From here it is easy to see why we need 
the thing-in-itself as the reality that cannot be 
converted into either of the two basic forms 
of knowledge: what a thing is made of, what a 
thing does. After all, any claim that a thing is 
convertible into knowledge cannot account for 
the obvious and permanent difference between 
a thing and knowledge of it: if we had perfect 
mathematized knowledge of a dog, this knowl-
edge would still not be a dog. It will be said 
that this is a “straw man” argument, since phi-
losophers are obviously aware that knowledge is 
different from its object. Yet it is not a question 
of whether philosophers are personally “aware” 
of this, but of whether their philosophies suffi-
ciently account for it. When pressed, those who 
think we know the dog directly will explain impa-
tiently that they are not Pythagoreans, and that 
our knowledge is of the form of the dog while the 
dog itself is the same form inhering “in matter” 
(see Meillassoux 2012). But this highly traditional 
doctrine has already been exposed by Latour as an 
instance of “transport without transformation”: 
as if the “same” form could be in the dog and then 
extracted from it by the mind without alteration. 
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Against this dogmatic version of formalism, we 
need to acknowledge that there can be no equiva-
lence between any two forms. Things are simply 
not convertible into knowledge, or into any sort 
of access through our “practices,” without sig-
nificant transformation. The real problem with 
Kant is not his introduction of the things-in- 
themselves, but his notion that they haunt human 
beings alone, so that the tragic burden of finitude 
is shouldered by a single species of object. What 
Kant failed to note is that since any relation fails 
to exhaust its relata, every inanimate object is a 
thing-in-itself for every other as well. But since 
the present book is concerned with human socie-
ties, object–object interaction apart from humans 
is only a  peripheral concern for us here.

Perhaps the most frequent complaint about 
the thing-in-itself is that it leaves us with nothing 
but a “negative theology.” Consider the follow-
ing remarks by my differently-minded friend, 
the prominent rationalist philosopher Adrian 
Johnston:

[N]umerous post-idealists in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries end up promoting a facile mys-
ticism whose basic underlying logic is difficult to 
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distinguish from that of negative theology. The 
unchanging skeletal template is this: there is a given 
“x;” this “x” cannot be rationally and discursively 
captured at the level of any categories, concepts, 
predicates, properties, etc. (Johnston 2013, 93)

Similar words are spoken by partisans of ANT, 
as when Latour complains about “whining” by 
defenders of the thing-in-itself (Latour 2013, 85). 
Yet there are several problems here. The first is 
that negative theology is rarely just negative, and 
is only sometimes fruitless. Even in the early 
medieval writings of Pseudo-Dionysius, that 
negative theologian par excellence, we find an 
explanation of the Christian Trinity that is any-
thing but negative:

In a house the light from all the lamps is com-
pletely interpenetrating, yet each is clearly distinct. 
There is distinction in unity and unity in distinc-
tion. When there are many lamps in a house there 
is nevertheless a single undifferentiated light and 
from all of them comes the one undivided bright-
ness. (Pseudo-Dionysius 1987, 61)

One need not believe in the Trinity to find this 
analogy marvelous. Such examples will surely not 
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sway Johnston, an atheist and materialist who 
is perfectly happy to leave theologians to what 
he sees as empty games. Yet Johnston’s view of 
knowledge cannot account for something much 
dearer to him: philosophy itself. Recall his sarcas-
tic words: “There is a given ‘x;’ this ‘x’ cannot be 
rationally and discursively captured at the level of 
any categories, concepts, predicates, properties, 
etc.” But notice that this phrase equally describes 
the methods of Socrates. In what passage of what 
Platonic dialogue does Socrates ever “capture” 
anything at the level of categories, concepts, pred-
icates, or properties? Socrates claims not to be a 
wise man, but a philosopher: a lover of wisdom. If 
anything distinguishes philosophy from the sci-
ences, it is this claim to a non-knowledge that is 
nonetheless not just negative.

Johnston seems to think of knowledge as an 
all-or-nothing affair: either we know something 
in clear propositional language, or we are left 
with nothing but vague gesticulations. This false 
alternative is known as “Meno’s Paradox,” after 
Meno’s statement to Socrates that we cannot look 
for something if we have it or if we do not, and 
hence that there is no reason to search for any-
thing. This unphilosophical claim is countered by 


